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Abstract 
Some subfamilies of &A), for K regular, IC < 1, called (K, A)-semimorasses are investigated. 
For A= K+, they constitute weak versions of Velleman’s simplified (K, 1)-morasses, and for 
I > K+, they provide a combinatorial framework which in some cases has similar applications 
to the application of (K, 1)-morasses with this difference that the obtained objects are of size 
E. > K+, and not only of size K+ as in the case of morasses. New consistency results involve 
(compatible with CH) existence of nonreflecting objects of singular sizes of uncountable 
cofinality such as a nonreflecting stationary set in e,(L), a nonreflecting onmetrizable space of 
size 1, a nonreflecting onspecial tree of size rl. We also characterize possible minima1 sizes of 
nonspecial trees without uncountable branches. 
1. Introduction 
Jensen’s penetrating analysis of L yielded (see [6]) the notion of a (rc,n)-morass, 
which found numerous applications in model theory, set theory and topology (for 
references ee [6,14]) and inspired a development of a large part of set theory. 
A phenomenon that every consequence of the existence of (K, 1)-morass can be 
“obtained by forcing” was explained in the result of Velleman [28] which says that the 
existence of a (IC, 1)-morass is equivalent o a certain forcing axiom. Quite a complex 
and elaborate definition of a (K, 1)-morass found a remarkable simplification in 
Velleman’s notion of a simplified (ic, l)-morass (see [28]). By a (K, l)-morass we mean 
Velleman’s implified (IC, I)-morass. Thus (IC, l)-morass is a well founded (with respect 
to inclusion) subfamily of pK(rc+) that provides a framework for constructing objects 
of size K” from pieces of size less than K. It can be noted that there is no subfamily of 
&(IZ) for A > rcf that satisfies the properties of a (K, l)-morass. In this paper we 
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propose a weakening of the notion of a (K, 1)-morass, a notion of a (rc, A)-semimorass, 
that is a certain subfamily of &(A) whose existence is consistent for any cardinal I > K+. 
Our main interest is to investigate a nonreflection that may be “carried’ by (K,A)- 
SeIhIOraSSeS. It turns out that stationary (K, A)-semimorasses are particularly useful for 
this purpose and in the case of 1 singular they provide several new consistency results. 
In Section 2, we show that for 1 an aleph as large as we want and K < ;1 a regular 
cardinal the existence of a stationary (K, A)-semimorass i  consistent with any cardinal 
arithmetic which is consistent with 2” < 1. 
In Section 3, we derive some combinatorial consequences of the existence of 
a stationary (K, A)-semimorass, uch as the existence of a ?c-Kurepa tree with exactly 
A-many branches without K-Aronszajn subtrees, the existence of a nonreflecting 
stationary set in &I#), i.e., a stationary set 9 such that for any proper subset X t II of 
cardinality at least K the set g,(X) n 9 is nonstationary in gK(X). For 1 singular this 
appears to be a new construction. Our example of a nonreflecting stationary set shows 
that compactness at singular cardinals manifested in Shelah’s result on reflection of 
nonexistence of transversals (see [21]) cannot be generalized, i.e., one cannot weaken 
the notion of one-to-one function to a “function having noncofinal preimages of 
singletons” in the definition of a transversal and preserve Shelah’s reflection result of 
singular 1. The example gives also a new construction of a nonreflecting stationary set 
in pK(lc+) from a (K, 1)-morass. 
In Section 4, we study a natural topology (9, B(s)) (B(F) is a basis for this 
topology) defined on a stationary (K,A)-semimorass 9. The space is supposed to 
resemble the ordinal topology on wl, while being of size 1” and not monotonically 
normal, hence not a generalized ordered space. If we denote (e,, 0,] = {X E 9: 
e1 < rank X < O,>, then the following properties resemble wl. 
(1) (9, B(9)) is O-dimensional, collectionwise normal, first countable, locally 
metrizable. 
(2) (0,) d,] is clopen and metrizable for every 0r < & < wl. 
(3) (9, B(F)) is not metalindeliif, hence nonparacompact, hence nonmetrizable. 
(4) If 3 c 9, 191 < 1, then 9 is metrizable as a subspace of (9, B(F)). 
(5) If Y c 9 is a closed subspace of 9 and 9 is unbounded in @*_(A), then Q is 
a club set relative to 9. 
This construction is related to the following question of Hamburger (1973) (see [13]): 
Is there a normal,Brst countable, nonmetrizable space of size > cut such that all of its 
subspaces of size o1 are metrizable? 
Let us call a space X a nonrejecting, nonmetrizable space iff X is regular (normal), first 
countable and nonmetrizable, but if Y E X, l Yl < 1x1, then Y is metrizable. Thus 
wi with the ordinal topology is a nonreflecting, nonmetrizable space and 
Hamburger’s question asks, in fact, whether there is a nonreflecting, nonmetrizable 
space of size greater then w1 (take a nonmetrizable subspace of minimal size). Hajnal 
and Juhasz (see [13]) and independently Fleissner found consistent examples of 
nonreflecting, nonmetrizable spaces of arbitrarily large regular sizes. Namely, let A 
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be a regular cardinal, E G {a E II: cf(a) = o) be a nonrejecting stationary set in 2, i.e., 
a stationary set such that 
VP < n(cf(P) > 0 =+ E n /I is nonstationary in p). 
Then E with the ordinal topology is a nonreflecting, nonmetrizable space of size 1. 
Note that if 1 is a singular cardinal, then since there is C s i, a club subset of I such 
that ) C( < A, I with the ordinal topology does not contain a nonreflecting, nonmetriz- 
able subspace of size 1. Moreover Dow (see [8]) proved that there is no locally of size 
wi , nonrellecting, nonmetrizable space of a singular size. There are also, very different, 
not locally metrizable examples of nonreflecting, nonmetrizable spaces obtained from 
various versions of MA + 1 CH (see [ll]): VanDouwen’s example of size b (which is 
always regular) or Miscenko-Aull-Gruenhage example of size m = cr (It is not known 
whether m = o > w1 could be singular, for definitions of m, cr see Section 5.) Our 
topological space (9, B(9)) where F is a stationary (wi, A)-semimorass provides, 
under the consistent assumption of /I = x”, consistent with + CH examples ofnonrefi 
letting, nonmetrizable space of any singular size of uncountable cojinality. Finally, note 
that while Hamburger’s question is still open in ZFC, it was proved in [9] (using 
a supercompact cardinal), that it is consistent hat there is no nonreflecting, non- 
metrizable space of size > c. 
Section 5 is devoted to the study of some nonspecial trees without w,-branches that 
arise from stationary (oi, A)-semimorasses. Recall that a tree is called special iff it is 
a union of countably many antichains, and otherwise it is called non-special. We prove 
that the existence of a stationary (wi, I)-semimorass F gives a (consistent with CH) 
nonspecial tree T(F) of size A such that all of its subtrees of size smaller than ,I are 
special. The consistency of the existence of such trees of arbitrary size (less than c) of 
uncountable cofinality in the presence of 1CH was proved by Landver (see [19]). 
Note that a question corresponding to Hamburger’s question, whether there is 
a nonspecial tree of size > wi , such that all its subtrees of size o1 are special is known 
to be undecidable in ZFC + CH (see [24,26]). Let r~ denote the minimal cardinality of 
a nonspecial tree without oi-branches. Then w < u d 2’” and obviously cf(a) > w. 
Our trees T(9) are used in Section 5 to answer the following question of Laver: 
Can o be singular? 
(I would like to thank S. Todorcevic for communicating this problem to me.) For 
every A of uncountable cofmality we provide a model ofo = A. We also prove that it is 
consistent hat T(9) remains nonspecial, without oi-branches in any generic exten- 
sion obtained by a C.C.C. forcing of size less than A. This is related to a question of 
Kunen, see [17]. 
The notation used is fairly standard. For unexplained symbols and notions see 
[16, 181. In particular f”(A) denotes the image of A under J frA denotes the 
restriction of fto A. ht and rank denote the height and the rank in well founded sets. 
tl< B denotes the set of all sequences of elements from a of length less than fi. K denotes 
a regular cardinal. If X, Y are sets of ordinals of the same order type, thenf,, y denotes 
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the unique order preserving function from X onto Y, Zdx denotes the identity on X. 
@,(A) denotes the family of all subsets of J of size less than K. If 9 is a family of sets 
B 1 X denotes the family of all proper subsets of X that are elements of Ft. By an 
oi-branch (or uncountable branch) b through an oi-tree T we mean a strictly increas- 
ing function b: wl + T such that b(t) E L,eve T, where Leq T denotes 5th level of T. 
Added in Proof. The author has proved that the existence of nonreflecting nonmetriz- 
able spaces (with many extra properties) of size A follows from the existence of 
a Kurepa tree with I-many branches and the assumption that 1“ = 1 (see Abstracts of 
the AMS 86, March 1993, p. 318). 
2. Stationary semimorasses 
Definition 1. Let K, 1 be cardinals such that K < 1. A (rc, A)-semimorass i a family 
F E ~~(1) which satisfies the following conditions: 
(1) F is well-founded with respect o inclusion. 
(2) 5F is locally small, i.e., VX E F 1.F 1 X ( < K. 
(3) d is homogenous, i.e., if X, YE 9, rank(X) = rank(Y), then X, Y have the same 
order type and 9 1 Y = {f;, @): Z E 9 1 X}. 
(4) 9 is directed, i.e., VX, YE 9 32 E F X, Y c 2 
(5) 9 is locally semi-directed, i.e., for all X E 9 
(a) 9 1 X is directed or 
(b) There are X1,X2 E 9 such that r&(X1) = r&(X2) and X = Xi *X2 
where X = Xi *Xz means that X = Xi u Xz,fx,.x2 t X1 n Xz = Idx, nX,, 
~~x=~~x,u~~x,v(x~,x*} 
(6) 9 covers 1, i.e., us = 1. 
If VX E F(rank(X) # 0 =S X = /J(g YX)), then we say that 9 is a neat (K, A)- 
semimorass. 
Note that if I = K, then 1 is a (K, I)-semimorass. Recall that if 1 = K+, then a simplified 
(K, 1)-morass (see [27-29]), is in particular (K, A)-semimorass but not vice versa, the 
difference is that we require local semi-directedness instead of local almost directed- 
ness. We will always assume that K is a regular cardinal and that K+ < A. 
Definition 2. S E @,&I) is called strongly stationary if and only if S is stationary in 
@Jn) and for every function f: [S] i o + @,(A) there is X E S closed underf, i.e., for 
every X* E [S 1 X] < w we have f(X*) E X. 
Theorem 3. Assume that K is a regular cardinal such that K iK = K (for example GCH 
below K will imply this assumption) and K, A are such cardinals that K+ < 1. Then there is 
a K-closed, K+-C.C. forcing notion PK,l such that 
Px+j, IF There is a strongly stationary, neat (K, &semimorass. 
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Proof. We follow the ideas of [28] and [S]. Fix K, 1 as above and put 
P,.j, = {p c @JL): p satisfies (l)-(5), p has the largest element, p is neat, IpI < K} . 
If p E PK,j,, denote by Xp the largest element of p and define the order by p < q for 
p, q E P,,>, if and only if X4 E p, p r X4 u {X4} = q. By the neatness of p we mean that 
for every X E p if rank(X) > 0 then, X = u {Y: Y c X, YE p). 
First note that PK,i, is h--closed. Let (pc)i, < ~ be a decreasing sequence for q < K. Let 
P = LLPC~ O.Ll XPt}. It is easy to check that p E Px,i,; p is of size less than rc and 
it is well founded and neat since it is an end-extension of well-founded families and 
p satisfies the remaining properties since they are finitary. 
Secondly, note that PK.), satisfies the JC+-C.C. Let R E [PKJK*. By the assumption that 
K<li = rc we may w.1.o.g. assume that (X’: r E R) from a d-system with a root A (see 
[16]) and that whenever l, r2 E R, then the order types of X’l and X’l are equal to 
some fixed 0 E K and that 
{f&(Y): YE rl, YCx’I}={f~:,,,(Y): YEr,, YCX’zj. 
Now for every r E R define a function (br: A + 8 by 
MS) = fx,, s(6). 
Again by our cardinal arithmetic assumption we can find R’ E [RI”’ such that if 
rl, r2 E R’, then c#+, = 4,. Note that this implies that for rI, r2 E R’ we have 
f&.xrz t(Xrl n X”) = Zdr,,Tz and thatf,,+ =f~,,s@f~,,e. We claim that if r1,r2 E R’ 
then r =rlur2u{Xr1uX’2}~PK,j,andr~rl,r 2. The fact that r satisfies properties 
(1) and (2) is obvious. The properties (4), (5) and the neatness follow directly from the 
definition of r. So, in order to prove that r E Px,j, we are left with the proof of the 
homogeneity of r. The only nontrivial case is when X E rl and YE r2 are of the same 
ranks. Since rl , r2 E R’ the function fx’,,x,, induces an isomorphism between families 
rl and r2, hence rank(fx,,,xr,(X)) = rank(X) = rank(Y), and so we may use homo- 
geneity of r2 to conclude that r 1 X and r 1 Y are isomorphic. Now let us prove 
that r < rl. If X E r and X c X’I, then either X 4 r2 and then X E rl and we are 
done or X E r2 and then X c X’I n X’l = A. Then, sincefx,l,x,. tX’I n X’z = Zdx,,,+ 
we have that X E rl so r Q rl, similarly r < r2. A similar argument implies the following 
Claim 1. Va D, = (p E P,),: c( E Up} is dense in P,, j,. 
Proof. Let p E PK.>., find q E P,,]. such that c1 E uq and that p and q are related to each 
other like elements of R’ above. Then by the above argument there is a common 
extension of p and q, that of course has to be in D,. 0 
Claim 2. 
P,,, It- u d is strongly stationary in pK(J) 
where d denotes the canonical name for a generic jilter in P,,;,. 
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Proof. Fix Q-names %?, f for a club subset of P&) and a function from [u 6]< ” 
into @,(A), respectively. Fix a condition q E P,,;,. We will construct by induction on 
n E o a decreasing in P,,). sequence (p,: n E co) and C,: n E w) E ~~(1) such that p. = q 
and 
Vn E 0 Xp* E C,+ i G X”+’ . 
Since PK.i is k-closed and PK,i IF U d E @,&I) and (XP.1 < K, we can find ph ,< pn and 
2 E @Jn) such that pb jkXp” E Z VX* E [Xpn] <wf(X*) c Z. We will ensure that 
Z G Xp*+‘. Now the construction is easy to carry out because of Claim 1 and the fact 
that %? is a name for a club set hence, it is a name for a cofinal subset of @&). Now 
take p = Upnu (un<WXp*). Then PE PK,A^, and for each n < w we have p < pn in 
particular p < q. Since p IF C, E @ and (C,: n E co) is increasing we get that p [I C E $, 
where C = Un,, C,. Also C = Xp by the construction, hence p 11-3 n n6 # 0. By the 
construction of p we have p I/- d 1 XP = Un < wXpn, so p IbXp is closed under f. This 
finishes the proof of the claim. 0 
Now it is easy to check that U d satisfies (l)-(5), is neat and U d covers J since it is 
a stationary subset of p&), hence the proof of Theorem 3 is complete. 0 
Proposition 4. If 9 E @,(A) is a neat strongly stationary (K, A)-semimorass, then it is set 
Fodor, i.e., for every function g : 5 + 9t such that g(X) c X for every X E 9 there is 
stationary 9’ E 9 such that g 19’ is constant. 
Proof. Suppose that g,4 satisfy the assumptions of the proposition and for every 
X E B we have a club subset of @,@), Cx such that Cx n g- ’ (X) = 0. Let 
f: cm <w + @JIZ) be such that UX* c f(X*) E nxEX.CX n9. The function as 
above can be easily constructed. Since B is strongly stationary, there is X E 9 that is 
closed under f. Note that X E n(C,: YE F IX), indeed Cr IX form a directed 
family of size less than K, whose union is X, thus by a result from [3], X E Cy for every 
YE 9 1 X. But g(X) c X, a contradiction with the choice of Cx. q 
Proposition 5. If 9 is a strongly stationary (K, A)-semimorass and I < K = A, then there is 
a club subset C of @,(A) such that 9 A C is stationary coding set (see [31]). 
Proof. Use Proposition 4 and Lemma 4.4 from [31], which says that under assump- 
tions of our proposition for every set Fodor subset of p,(l) there is C as in the 
statement of the proposition. 0 
Remark. It was proved in [30] that a stationary (K, 1)-morass possesses the property 
from the statement of Proposition 5. 
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3. Combinatorial consequences of semimorasses 
Density Lemma 6. Let 9 be a (K, A)-semimorass. Then the ,following conditions are 
satisfied: 
(a) VX, YE 9 Vcr [X c Y, rank(X) < ct < rank(Y) * 3 Z E 9 (rank(Z) = CC, 
X c Z c Y)], i.e.,for example ht(9) < K, since B is locally small. 
(b) VX E PV’cc < ht(9) [rank(X) < a 3 32 E F(rank(Z) = CC, X c Z)]. 
Proof. (a) Let YE 9 be of minimal rank such that (a) does not hold, let X E (9 r Y), 
~1 witness this fact. If (5a) (of Definition 1) holds for Y and rank(Y) = /I + 1 for some 
fl E K, then there is Z E (9 r 17 such that 9 1 Y = 9 1 Z u {Z}, so X c Z, if 
rank(Z) = a, we get a contradiction; if rank(Z) > a the contradiction follows from 
minimality of rank(Y). If runk( I’) is limit and (5a) holds, then there is Z E B r Y such 
that rank(Z) > a and X c Z. this also contradicts the minimality of rank(Y). Now 
suppose (5b) from the definition of semimorasses, holds for Y, i.e. Y = Y, * Y,, then 
X E & for some i E (0, l}, then either rank( &) = a and ri contradicts property of Y or 
rank(K) > a and the contradiction follows from minimality of rank(Y). 
(b) follows from (a) and directedness of 9. 0 
The Main Lemma 7. Let F be a (K, A)-semimorass. Let X, YE 9, rank(X) = rank(Y), 
a E X n Y, then ordtp(X n r) = ordtp( Y n sl). 
Proof. By induction on rank(Z) such that X, Y E Z E 9. If (5a) holds for F 1 Z, then 
3Z1 c Z such that X, Y c Z, c Z, so by the inductive hypothesis we are done. 
If (5b), holds, i.e., Z = Z, * Z,, so say X E Z1, Y E Z2 (otherwise we are done by 
the inductive hypothesis), then we have a E Z1 n Z2, since a E X n Y. Consider 
fi:, z,(X) c Z2, by homogeneity rank(f il, z,(X)) = rank(X) = rank(Y). We know 
also that a ~f$, zz (X), by local semi-directedness and the fact that a E Z1 n Z2. Now 
by inductive hypothesis for Z2, we obtain that ordtp(f$, z,(X) n a) = ordtp( Y n a), 
but again since fz1.z2 YZ, nZ, = Zdz,,z,fi,.z, is order preserving, we have 
ordtp(fg,, z,(X) n a) = ordrp(X n a), so ordtp( Y n a) = ordtp(X n a). q 
Definition 8. Let 9 be a (K, A)-semimorass and let a E A. A sequence (q)e < htt9j is 
called an a-sequence (with respect o 9) iff for all 5 E ht(8) Y, = Xs n a where X, E 9 
is such that rank(X<), a E X:, if there exists such an X: and otherwise Y, = 0. 
Lemma 9. Let 9 be a (K, A)-semimorass. Let a E A. Let (yS)< < ht,FJ be an a-sequence, 
then (ordtp(Y,): 5 < ht(R)f orms a non-decreasing sequence which is unique for a. 
Proof. The uniqueness follows from the main lemma. Now let 5 < 4’ < K and 
(%t < h(W) be an a-sequence. If q # 0, then by the density lemma and the main lemma 
ordtp( &) < ordtp( 5,). 0 
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Proposition 10. Let 9 be a (K, $semimorass, then for every proper subset X c A, there 
is a regressivefunctionf: ( YE 9: Y c X} -+ 2 such that preimages of singletons under 
fare of ranks bounded in IC. In particular for no proper subsets X of 1 of cardinality 
greater or equal to K the set { YE 9: Y t X} is stationary in p,(X). 
Proof. We may w.1.o.g. assume that ht(9) = K. Let a E A - X. Let 19 be the minimal 
ordinal s.t. there is YE 9 with the property that rank(Y) = 8 and o! E Y. Let 
[0’, & = {Z E 9 n &(X): 0’ G rank(Z) < O”} for 8’, 0” G K. 
Define f: [O, K)~ --* X by f(Y) =fz, r(cO, where Z ~9 is such that CL E Z, 
rank(Z) = rank(Y). f is well-defined. The uniqueness follows from the main lemma 
and the existence from the density lemma and the choice of 0. 
f(Y) E Y for every YE dom( f ), so f is a regressive function. We will show that for 
every p E X there is e1 -C ht(9) such that f-‘( {fi}) E [O, 0,). 
By directedness take Z E 9 such that a,/3 E Z and put e1 = rank(Z). Take 
YE p..(X) such that f (Y) = /I and suppose that rank(Y) > el. By the density lemma 
we may w.1.o.g. assume that rank(Z) = rank(Y). So by the main lemma fz, y(p) = /3 
and since fz, y is one-to-one fz, y(tl) # /I, this contradicts the fact that f( Y) = p. It is 
easy to extend the obtained function to a function defined on {YE 5: Y c X} and 
possessing the property stated in the proposition. 
To obtain the last part of the proposition note that if { YE 9: Y c X} is stationary 
then the Pressing Down Lemma and the first part of the proposition imply that [O, e), 
is stationary for some 0 < K. But the stationarity of {YE 8: Y c X} implies in fact 
that [0, 0) is co-club in &(X) for every 8 < K. Namely, by the cofinality that follows 
from stationarity, 32 E 9 n p,JX)W’ < 832’ c Zrank(Z’) = 8’ and supersets of 
Z form a club set. 0 
Corollary 11. Let 9 be (u, A)-semimorass, then 9 is not a club subset of @,(A). 
Corollary 12. If 9 is a stationary (K, A)-semimorass then 9 is a nonrejecting stationary 
subset of @,.(A). Moreover if 1 = A”, then 9 is a family of size 1 on which there is no 
regressive function with noncojinal preimages of singletons, but for every Q c 9 of size 
less than ;i there is such a function defined on B. 
Many of the constructions which can be obtained from simplified (K, 1)-morasses 
are no longer available from (rc, A)-semimorasses, one of the exceptions is a Kurepa 
tree. 
Theorem 13. If there is a (K, A)-semimorass 46 of height u, then there is a k--Kurepa tree 
which has at least I-many branches. 
Proof. Define F c rcK as follows: F = {fe: a -C ,I> where 
f,(5) = ordtp( Ys) y 
where (Y,)< < htfFj is an a-sequence. 
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First note that allf,‘s are different. Let 01 # fi, take X E 9 such that c(, /I E X (there 
exists such an X since 9 is directed and covers 2, see Definition l(6)), then 
ordtp(X n a) # ordtp(X n fl), this implies that f,(runk (X)) #f@mk(X)). 
Now prove that for every 5 < IC the cardinality of F r r = {f# 15: x < A> is less than 
K. Take X E 9 such that rank(X) = <. We will show that F 1 l E (f, I<: 
c( E X} u {zero function}. This will suffice since 1x1 < K. 
Let us take arbitrary /? E 1 and supposefs 15 # zerofunction, so we can find YE 9 
such that rank(Y) = < and /I? E Y. Since 9 1 X and 9 1 Y are isomorphic by homogen- 
eity of 9, there is a E X such that fx, y(a) = b, then f. I( =fa r 5. 
Hence { fa r <: a < I,( < K} is a tree of height K with levels of sizes < IC with at least 
I-many branches as a subtree of IC < hr’9F’ thus it is a K-Kurepa tree. , 0 
Corollary 14. If there exists U(K, A)-semimorass, then 2” > i. In particular there are no 
(IC, I)-semimorass in Lfor I > K+. 
Corollary 15. Ifl~<~ < 2 and there is a (rc,A)-semimorass 9, then ht(F) = K. 
Theorem 16. Zf 9 is a stationary (K, A)-semimorass, then there is a K-Kurepu tree with 
exactly I-many brunches that does not contain a K-Aronszujn subtree. 
Proof. We use the ideas of [23]. The K-Kurepa tree T with the above properties is the 
same as in the proof of Theorem 13., i.e., T = (_fZ 15: a < A, 5 < ht(9)) so we adopt 
the notation of this proof and we will use the following observation made during the 
course of this proof 
F r5 G {fE It;: aEX} u {zero function}, 
for any X E 9 such that rank(X) = r. 
(*) 
(a) All the branches of Tare (fd: a < ,I}. Let b be a branch through T, find a model 
MIH(A+) and M n ,I E B such that T, F, b E M, ) MI < K. This is possible since 9 is 
stationary in Q,@). Let rank(M n A) = 5. Letf, be such that a E M n A,f, I< = b I( 
(by *), then since t $ M (because otherwise there is X E 9, rank(X) = 5, X c M n I), 
M bb =f,. so H(A+) bb =fa so b =h. 
(b) T does not contain a K-ArOnSZajn subtree. Suppose A is a subtree of T of height 
1~.LetM~H(I’)beamodelsuchthatT,9,A~M,MnI~~.Lett~Abesuch 
that ht(t) > rank(M) = 5. By (*) there is a E M n A such that fa 15 = t 15, so since 
~$M,Ml(fZnAisofsize~)sof,nA is of size K, hence A has a K-branch, so A is not 
a k--Aronszajn subtree. 0 
Results corresponding to Lemma 6, Corollaries 11, 12, Theorems 13, 16 for 
(K, 1)-morasses were proved in [28], [29], [6], [6], [29] respectively. The fact that the 
statement of Theorem 16 for 2 = K+ holds in L was originally proved in [7], and its 
consistency for any 1 was proved in [23]. Techniques involving corresponding results 
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to Lemmas 7 and 9 for (K, 1)-morasses can be used to derive several classical 
consequences of the existence of a (K, l)-morasses using directly Velleman’s definition 
of a (rc, 1)-morass (see [15]). 
4. Topological spaces from (ol , A)-semimorasses 
In this section 1 is any uncountable cardinal and 9 denotes an (oi , I)-semimorass 
of height oi . Of course a stationary (oi, I)-semimorass has height o1 and if CH holds, 
then any (wi, A)-semimorass has height wi, by Corollary 12. 
We define a topology on 9 by declaring the basis of open sets to be 
B(y) = {U(F,Q: FE [A] <“, 8 < q} u {8}, where 
U(F, 0) = (YE 9: rank(Y) < 9, F c Y}. 
Fact 17. B(9) is a basis for a topology on 9. 
Proof. U(Fi, 0,) n U(F,, 0,) = U(F1 u F,, min{8i,8,}). 0 
Note that if K = A = 9, then the above topology is exactly the ordinal topology 
on A. 
Lemma 18. Let X, Y, Z E 9, rank(X) = rank(Y) = rank(Z) = 8, F E [X] < w and 
fl’, y(F) #G’, ~(f3, then ~(.G’, G’), 0) n ~(fi’, Z(F), 0) = 8. 
Proof. Sincefi: r(F) #fi’, ,(F), there exists c( E F such thatf,, y(a) #fx, z(a). Suppose 
that fX, r(a),fX, z(a) E V, rank(V) < 13 and derive a contradiction which would 
complete the proof. By the Density Lemma we may w.1.o.g. assume that runk( V) = 8. 
Then by homogeneity ordtp(X n a) = ordtp( Y nfx, y(a)) = ordtp( V nfx, ,,(a)) # 
ordtp(V nfx,z(a)) = ordtp(Z nfx,z(a)) = ordtp(X n a). This contradicts the Main 
lemma. 0 
In the remaining part of this section we investigate topological properties of the 
space (9, B( 9)). 
Definition 19. Let 9 be a (k,I)-semimorass. For 8i, d2 such that 0 < 81 6 02 < 
h(9), we define 
(8i,f121f = {YES: 8i <rank(Y)< f3,). 
Similarly we define (0,, &)*, [0,,02]F. If 9 is clear from the context we will omit the 
subscript 9. 
Fact 20. For each 1111 < f!lz -C w1 (Ol,&] is clopen. 
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Proof. First we prove that (0,,0,] is open. Let Y l (0,,0,]. Then by the Density 
Lemma there is Z c Y, Z E 9 such that rank(Z) = e1 f 1. Then either (5a) or (5b) 
holds for Z, but in both cases there is F E [Z] <(’ such that 
Z’E~ tZ 3 F$Z’. (*) 
Namely, if (5a) holds, then take Z”, a proper subset of Z’ of rank Q1 and put F = 4 for 
any r E Z’ - Z”; if (5b) holds, then Z’ = Z1 *Zz, and put F = 5,fi, ,z,([) for any 
5 E Z, - Zz. Now we claim that U(F, rank(Y)) c (0,) O,] which implies that (e,, O,] 
is open. Suppose not, then there is X E 8, F E X, rank(X) < el, by the density lemma 
we may w.1.o.g. assume that rank(X) = Q1. Take X’ E 9 such that X G X’, 
r&(X’) = 0, + 1, thenfi:,,(X) E B r Z and F ~fi:,~(X) by homogeneity and local 
semi directedness. But this contradicts (*). 
Since (e,,e,] = 9 - (O,e,] u UH,<8clrJ, (0,,0], the set (Q,,&j is also closed. 0 
Fact 21. B(9) is a basis for a Hausdorff topology on 8. 
Proof. Let Y,, Y, E 9, Y, # Y,. If rank( Y,) = rank( Y,) = 8, then there exists 
a E Y, - Y,, and in particular fy,. y,(c() = p # c(. Apply Lemma 18 for X = Y = Y,, 
Z = Yz, F = {M> =fT, *(F). Then U((a), 0) and U((fl},O) are disjoint and separate 
Y1, Y2 since {Pf =_G((cL)). 
If e1 = rank(Y1) < rank(Yz) = f12, then @ - (e,,e,], (el,&] separate Y,, Y, and 
they are disjoint and clopen by Fact 20. The case when O2 < til is similar. Cl 
Fact 22. B(9) is a basis ofclopen sets, hence (9, B(9)) IS a zero-dimensional, regular 
space. 
Proof. We will show that any basic open set U(F,H) is closed. Since 
9 = u(F,e)u u (e,e,] u u. 
11-z 8, 
where U = { Y E 9: rank(Y) Q 0, F $ Y} and the above union is disjoint, it is sufficient 
to prove that U is open, by Fact 20. We may w.1.o.g. assume that U(F, 0) is nonempty. 
Let X E 9 be of minimal rank such that F E X. Let rank(X) = fI1. Now let YE U. If 
funk < el, then U(0, rank(Y)) c U, by the choice of X and el. So assume that 
fl, < rank(Y). Take X’ F .% such that rank(X’) = rank(Y), X G X’. Now U( j,,:, y(F), 
runk(Y)) & U because U(f$, ,,(F), rank(Y)) n U(F,rank( Y)) = 8 by Lemma 18, so 
U is open. 0 
Fact 23. Let X E 9, rank(X) = H, F E [X] <‘“, then the family of clopen sets 
A(X,F)=(U(G,~):~YE~,W~~(Y)=O,~~:,Y(F)=G) 
is discrete. 
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Proof. First note that by Lemma 18 A(X, F) is a disjoint family. Then fix 
Ye UA(X, F). Either rank(Y) > e and then YE(e,rank(Y)], so 
(0,rank( Y)] n uA(X,F) = 8; or rank(Y) 6 8. In the second case consider two sub- 
cases: 
(a) There is no Y’ E 9 r X such that F c Y’, rank( Y’) < rank(Y). In this case if 
U(G, 0) l A(X, F), then U(G, 0) n U(0, rank( Y)) = 0, by the homogeneity. Hence Y is 
separated from UA(X, F). 
(b) There exists Y’ E 9 1 X such that F E Y’, runk( Y’) < runk( Y). We may w.1.o.g. 
assume that runk( Y’) = runk( Y) by the density lemma. Then YE U(fysy (F), 0), which 
contradicts of choice of Y. 0 
Fact 24. [O,fTJ = (YES: rank(Y)< #> . IS metrizubie us a subspuce of(F-, B(B))for 
every 9 < wl. 
Proof. By Fact 22 and the metrization theorem it is enough to find a a-discrete base 
for [0, (?] with the subspace topology. We show that &(9) = {U(F, 0’): 0’ < 8, 
FE CL]‘“) u (8) is such a base. First note that it is a base for [0,13-J namely, since if 
YE [O, 81, YE U(F, e”), then YE U(F,min {0,0”}) s U(F, 0”). In order to prove that 
B&9) is o-discrete we will apply Fact 23: fix a sequence (X,), G B E 9 such that 
runk(Xt) = 5 for [ < 8 and note that 
B,(f) = U&4(X,, F): t G 8, F E [X,1 -> U (8). 
Indeed, take U(F, f?,), et < 8. If it is a nonempty set then by the Density Lemma there 
is YE U(F, 13,), runk( Y) = ~9~. But then U(F, 19,) E A(XB1, f$: x,,(F)). 0 
Fact 25. (9, B(9)) is locally metrizuble. 
Proof. For each 0 < ol, FE [A]‘” we have that U(F,B) c [0,&J, now use 
Fact 24. 0 
Fact 26. If X c 1 is a proper subset of II, then p,,(X) n 9 with the subspuce topology 
is metrizuble. 
Proof. Let c1 E d - X. As in the proof of Proposition 10 we define 8 and a regressive 
function f: [f?, o& + X. We obtain the partition of 9n pw,(X) = {f- ‘({ b}): 
B E X} u [O,(3). As we noted in the proof of Proposition 10, for each /I in X, there is 
e1 < o1 such thatf-‘( { B}) c [e, 0,). Therefore the above partition is a partition into 
metrizable parts by Fact 24. In order to show that the union, i.e., 9 n paw,(X) is 
a metrizable space it is sufficient o prove that the parts of the formf- ’ (8) are clopen, 
or equivalently open. 
Let YE~-~({B)), where f is as in the proof of Proposition 10. This means 
that fz,r(a) = /I where aEZE9, rank(Z) = rank(Y). We claim that 
U((B),raMY)) SK’(@)); L e runk( V) < runk( Y), p E V’. Let WE 9 be such that t 
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rank( IV) = runk( Y), and I/ c IV, thenfw, y(Y) c Y, p off, y(V). Butf,.z o&, y(V) is of 
the same rank as I’ and contains a, so Y of- I(/?>, and therefore 
UC{B),rank(Y)) C/?(P)). 0 
Fact 27. If S c F, (91 -c I, then Y is metrizable as a subspace of(9, B(9 )). 
Proof. If 1591 < 1, then US is a proper subset of 1, so by Fact 26, Y is metrizable. Cl 
Fact 28. Suppose that 9 is stationary in @,,(A), then (F, B(9)) is not metalindel6J 
hence it is not purucompuct, and it is not metrizable. 
Proof. I/ = { U(0,0): 8 < ol} is an open cover of 9. We will prove that I/ does not 
have a point countable refinement. Suppose I” is any refinement of I’. Then for each 
YES there is F,E[Y]<” such that there is U E V’, U(F,, rank( Y}) E U. Let 
F:9 + [/I]“” be defined by F(Y) = Fy. There is n E w and S c 9, S stationary, 
such that V Y E S/ F( Y)l = n. By induction on i, 1 d i < n, construct (Si: 1 d i d n), (pi: 
1 < i d n) such that S i+ 1 G Si (So = S), each Si is stationary in au,(A) and V Y E Si the 
ith element of F( Y) is Bin This can be accomplished by the Pressing Down Lemma (see 
[3]>_ So for all YES, F(Y) = {PI,..., Pn} = F. Take Y, ES,. If I/’ were a point 
countable refinement of I’ then st( Y,, I”) = u {U E I/‘: Y0 E U } c [0,0] for some 
8 < ol, but st( YO, V’) 1 (X E S,: rank(X) 2 runk( Y,,)> and ranks of elements of S, 
are unbounded in w1 since S, is stationary. This proves that Y’ is not point 
countable. 0 
Fact 29. Suppose 9 is stationary in pw,(A), then (F. B(P)) is not perfectly normal. 
Proof. Let J? = {X E 9: rank(X) is a limit ordinal}. Since (cx, a + 11 are clopen for 
every M E w1 (by Fact 204, J? is a closed set. We show that Z is not a Gd set. Let (U,: 
n E w) be a sequence of open sets such that JV g n,,, U,,. For every n E CI) we have 
a functionf,:Z -+ [A]‘” such that f”(X) = F if X E U(F,rank(X)) c U,. Since fn’s 
are regressive functions and #’ is stationary, for n E w there are stationary S,‘s and 
finite F,‘s such thatf’, 1 S, = F,. Take X E 5 - # such that X 2 UnEw F,, and X,, E S, 
such that runk(X,) 2 rank(X), for all n E o. Then X E n,,,, U[F,,,rank(X,,)) 
s fin,,&, hence nn,, U,, - S # 0, so 2 is not a Gd set. Cl 
Lemma 30. Suppose K c 9 is a closed subspace of (9, B(F)), then K is ciosed under 
countable unions of increasing sequences provided that the union belongs to 9. If 
moreover 9 is a stationary in @,,,(A), then either there is a dopen metrizable set U 2 K 
or there is a club set W E am,, such that K = % n 9. 
Proof. Note that if (Xn: n E o) is an increasing sequence, such that X = u”,,X, E 9, 
then for every U(F,rank(X))3X there is n E o such that X,, E U(F, rank(X)), hence 
X is in the closure of (Xn: n E w). Thus a closed set is closed under countable unions of 
increasing sequences provided that the union belongs to 9. 
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Now suppose that 9 - K is stationary, and show that there exists a clopen 
met&able set U containing K. Fix a regressive function f:(9 - K) --) [A]‘” such 
that f(X) = F whenever X E U(F,rank(X)) G 9 - K. Using the Pressing Down 
Lemma as in the proof of Fact 24 find a stationary S E 9 - K and a finite F c A such 
thatf r S = F. Note that if X E K then F $! K, because otherwise we would take YE S 
such that rank(Y) 2 rank(X) and we would obtain a contradiction with the definition 
off:SoKg ~,,,{X~~:~~X}.Thesets{X~~:a~X}areclopenmetrizableby 
Facts 22, 26, hence K is included in a clopen metrizable set. 
Now suppose that 9 - K is nonstationary, while f is stationary, in particular K is 
cofinal in Go,. Define a sequence (C,: c1 < o>r) by CO = K, Cj, = Ua< ,C, for 
1 E Lim(o,) and C,, , = {a: 3 increasing (u&~ c ClrUnswa,, = a}. Since %’ = C,, 
contains K, and is closed under countable unions of increasing sequences, V is club in 
@,,(A). So it is enough to show that %’ n F c K. It easy to show by induction on 
c1< o1 that 
VUEC,VFE[U] ‘“3bEKFzbEa. 
SoVaEWnPVFE[u] < (u K n U(F, rank(a)) # 8, hence since K is closed, we have 
that %’ n B c K and this finishes the proof of the lemma. 0 
Fact 31. If9 is stationary in p,,(A), then (9, B(F)) is collectionwise normal. 
Proof. Let !# be a discrete collection of closed subsets of (9, B(9)). Let 
1:s --) [A] 4w be such thatf(X) = F if I{UE%: U n U(F,runk(X)))( < 1. Sincefis 
a regressive function as before by the Pressing Down Lemma, we can find a stationary 
S E 9 and a finite F such that f 1 S = F. Now we will show that all but at most one 
element of ‘J$ are contained in the clopen metrizable set V = (X E 9: F $X}. (It is 
clopen and metrizable by Facts 22 and 26.) Suppose the opposite, i.e., that there are 
Ul,Uz~% and Y,EUin{XEF: F cX} for i=l,2. Take XES such that 
rank(X) >, rank( Y,), run4 Y,). Then 
1 {U E 42: 4?~ n U(F,rank(X))}I > 1 
contradicting the choice of X in S. Now we can use collectionwise normality of V to 
construct the separating family of open sets. 0 
Fact 32. If .Y is stationary in pm,(A), then (9, B(9)) is not u Moore space. 
Proof. Use the Facts 28 and 31 and the fact that a collectionwise normal Moore space 
is metrizable. q 
Fact 33. Zf 9 is stationary in @,,(A), then (9, B(9)) is countably puracompact. 
Proof. Let (K,: n E w) be a decreasing sequence of closed sets with empty intersection. 
We have to find open Un’s with empty intersection such that K, c U,, for n E o. By 
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Lemma 30 either some K, is contained in a clopen metrizable space, and then we are 
done by paracompactness of this space, or for all K,‘s there are club sets 59~‘s such that 
K,=9 n%,, but then n”,,, K, # 8, what contradicts our assumptions on 
(K,: n~o). 0 
Fact 34. Suppose 1 > ol, then B is not a generalized ordered space nor monotonically 
normal space. 
Proof. First we will prove that 9 does not contain a closed copy X c 9 of a station- 
ary set S G K for any uncountable, regular cardinal JC. Suppose the opposite. First 
consider the case K = w1 ; in this case 1 X ( = ol, hence by Fact 27, and because 1 > ol, 
X is a metrizable subspace of F, but stationary subsets of o1 are not paracompact 
(see [13]), hence they are nonmetrizable, a contradiction. If K > aI, then consider 
X, = X n [0, Kjs for 8 < wl. Since the ideal of nonstationary sets of K is K-complete, 
some X0 corresponds to a stationary SB G S, but again X, is metrizable by Fact 27 and 
S, is not paracompact as a stationary subset of an uncountable cardinal K, a contradic- 
tion. 
In order to conclude that 9 is not a generalized ordered space we use Fact 28 and 
a theorem of Engelking and Lutzer (see [lo]) which says that a generalized ordered 
space is not paracompact iff it contains a closed copy of a stationary subset of 
a regular uncountable cardinal. In order to conclude that 9 is not monotonically 
normal (that implies in fact that 9 is not linearly orderable (see [12]) we use the 
analogous characterization of non-paracompactness of monotonically normal spaces 
that was recently obtained by Balogh and Rudin (see Cl]). Cl 
As a consequence of the above results we obtain the following 
Theorem 35. Let 1 = A” > co1 be a cardinal of uncountable cojinality and suppose that 
there exists a stationary (ol, A)-semimorass. Then there is a zero-dimensional, collection- 
wise normal, locally metrizable, countably paracompact, nonmetalindek$ nonperfectly 
normal, non-Moore, nonmetrizable space ojsize A, such that all of its subspaces of size 
less than 1 are metrizable. Moreover the space is not a generalized ordered space nor 
a monotonically normal space. 0 
5. Nonspecial trees from (Ok, +semimorasses 
In this section 9 denotes a stationary (wi, A)-semimorass. We will consider (follow- 
ing the ideas of [22, 261) a tree T(9) obtained from this 9’. 
Definition 36 ([26]). Let 9 c @,1(A), then we define a tree 
T(F) = {a c Ft: a is a continuous, well-ordered by inclusion chain, ua E a} 
with end-extension as the order. 
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Recall that a tree is special iff it is a union of countably many of its antichains, 
otherwise it is called nonspecial. A tree is called ol-Baire iff every countable family of 
its dense open sets has a nonempty intersection. It is easy to see that every o,-Baire 
tree is a nonspecial tree. We will use trees as forcing notions, in this case we will 
continue to use “tree notation”, i.e., t 6 s will mean that s is a stronger condition than 
t, for other forcings than trees we use the opposite standard notation (see [16]). The 
following result of Todorcevic will be used: 
Proposition 31 ([25]). The Pressing Down Lemma for Nonspecial Trees: Suppose that 
T is a nonspecial tree and f: T + T is a regressive function, i.e., f(t) <r t for t E T, then 
there is t E T such that f- ’ ({t)) is a nonspecial subtree of T. Cl 
Fact 38. Let 9 be a stationary (wl, A)-semimorass, S c T(9) be a downward closed 
subtree, of size smaller than 1. Then there is a regressive function g : S + S such that for 
any s E S there is 8 E co1 such that gg’( {s)) E uBs G O Leve T(9). In particular S is 
a special tree. 
Proof. Let X = u {u . a’ a ES}, then 1x1 < 121. We may w.1.o.g. assume that 
S = (t E T(9): Ut c X). Find an 0: E A - X. In the proof of Proposition 10, we have 
constructed a function f: m,(X) A 9 + X such that f(Y) E Y for every 
YE@~(X)~~ and for every PEX there is 8<w, such thatf-1({~})C[0,8]x. 
Using this function define a regressive g : S + S by 
g(t) = min{s < t: Us3f(Ut)). 
if t belongs to a limit level of T(B), and otherwise let g(t) be the predecessor oft in T. 
Note that by the properties offthe function g is as required, since elements of 9 are 
countable. To conclude speciality of S suppose S is nonspecial and use Todorcevic’s 
Pressing Down Lemma for Nonspecial Trees (Proposition 33 in [25]), to get s E S 
such that g-‘({s}) . 1s a nonspecial tree, but by the above g- ‘({s}) has a countable 
height, a contradiction. 0 
Fact 39. Suppose 9 is a stationary (ml, A)-semimorass, then for all t: d w, (T(9))’ is an 
co,-Baire forcing notion, hence T(9) is a nonspecial tree. 
Proof. Let (D.: n E 0) E (T(F))’ be a family of dense open sets. Take M a countable 
elementary submodel of H@+) such that M n 2 E ,F and such that (Dn: n E CO) E M. 
Let (~1,: n E o} = M n A. By induction on n E o define an increasing sequence (tn: 
n E w) in (T(9))< such that t, E M n D, and for all k < n ~1, E U t,,(k). Then t defined 
by t(k) = u .<,t,(k)” (U n < w t,(k)} for k E 5 is an element of T(9) because 
vu n < Wt,(k) = M n ;1 E 9. By the construction t E nn,, D,. So in particular T(F) 
is an ol-Baire tree, thus nonspecial. 0 
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Fact 40. Suppose 9 is a stationary (wl,I)-semimorass. If P is a I-C.C. notion offorcing, 
then P /-“T(F) does not have an w,-branch”, in particular T(F) does not have an 
w,-branch. 
Proof. Suppose that P is a A-C.C. notion of forcing and P 11 b is an w,-branch through 
T(F). Since P is A-C.C. there is S c T(F) such that 1 SI < I and P Ii_ ran(&) c S, but S is 
a special tree by Fact 38, a contradiction. 0 
As a corollary from the above results we obtain the following fact. 
Fact 41. T(9) does not contain Aronszajn subtrees. 
Proof. First we will prove that T(F) does not contain downward closed Aronszajn 
subtrees. Suppose the opposite. Let A be a downward closed Aronszajn tree. Since we 
assume that 1 > ol, there is g : A 3 A such that for every t E A, g- l(t) c uB. c 8 Leu@ T 
for some 8 < wl, by Fact 38. Since A is downward closed Lev, A = Levs T n A. Now 
using standard closure argument find 8 < w1 such that if t E Lev, A, 0’ < 8, then 
g l(t) c uss< @Leu& A. Now take s E Leue A, then g(s) E Levs, A for some 8’ < 0, 
a contradiction. 
Now assume that A is (not necessarily downward closed) Aronszajn subtree of 
T(9). Consider A’ = {t E T(9): 3s E At < s). A’ does not have an uncountable 
branch, since T(B) does not have one. So, by the fact that T(F) does not contain 
a downward closed Aronszajn subtrees, there is 8 < w1 such that 1 Leue(A’)I = wl. 
Since ILeu@(A)I = o for each 8’ < o1 there are sequences (tt: 4 < ml), (sc: 5 < ml) 
consisting of distinct elements uch that t5 E Lev@(A’), sg E Levy<(A), tS 6 s;, 0, 5 d qe 
for all 5 < wl. Take ur E A such that tS 6 uc < sc and ug E Lev,(A). Since tS’s are 
distinct, uc are distinct as well and this contradicts the fact that A is Aronszajn. q 
Theorem 42. Let 1 > w1 be a cardinal of uncountable cojinality such that 2” = i. If 
there exists a stationary (w,, +semimorass, then there is a nonspecial, w,-Baire tree T, 
without WI-branches and of size 1, such that every subtree of T of size less than i is 
a special tree. Moreover T does not contain an Aronszajn subtree. 0 
From this point on we will investigate the possibility of specialization of T(9). Let 
us use the following notation. 
Definition 43 ([4]). Let T be a tree without an WI-branch. Then we define 
P(T) = If: If I < 0, dam(f) c T, ran(f) c w, (t < s *f(t) #f(s)), for t,sE T} 
and we will consider P(T) with the order given by the inverse inclusion. 
Proposition 44 ([2,4]). Suppose T is a tree. P(T) is a c.c.c. forcing notion if T does not 
contain an uncountable branch. 
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Thus P(T(9)) is a C.C.C. forcing notion, by Fact 40, hence T(9) can be specialized 
(i.e., forced to be a special tree) by a C.C.C. forcing of size A (namely, it is easy to see that 
the union of the generic set in P(T) is a specializing function from T into 0). The 
question we will consider is whether T(B) can be specialized by a forcing of size 
smaller than A. This question is related to the following problems: 
l Can 0 = mm{ 1 TI: T is nonspecial without w,-branches} be singular? 
l Can m = min{lc: MA, fails} be singular ofcojnality > o,? (See [17].) 
We will answer the first question in the positive, by showing among other things that 
previously discussed forcings specializing trees of size < I do not specialize T(9). 
A possible positive answer to the question of Kunen (from [17]) may involve the 
proof, that all C.C.C. forcings of size < 2 do not specialize T(9) (or that other forcings 
can be excluded by killing their c.c.c.-ness, which would be sufficient). However we do 
not know if it is true, nevertheless our last result shows that it is consistently possible 
that all C.C.C. forcings of size < 1 do not specialize T(9). 
Lemma 45. Suppose T is an q-Bake tree. If T I/--P is c.c.c., then P 11 T is nonspecial. 
Proof. Suppose that there is p E P such that p IF T is special, we may w.1.o.g. assume 
that p = lp, so let f be a P-name for a specialization of T i.e., P 115 T + co, 
(t < s *f(t) #f(s)). Put A = {(p,t,n): p Ikf(t) = n>. Now work in VT. Let b be 
a generic branch through T. For t E ran(b) choose pt E P, n, E o such that (pt, t, n,) E A. 
Let b’ E b be such an uncountable set that there is n E w that n = n, for all t E ran(b’). 
b’ can be found since T is an oi-Baire forcing and so we have 0’; = oy’, hence 
a generic branch is really uncountable in VT. Now if ti , t2 E b’, then pti Ikf(tJ = n for 
i = 1,2 so { pt: t E ran(b’)} form an uncountable antichain, thus T IF P is not C.C.C. 0 
Remark. It can be proved that nonspecial can be replaced by co,-Baire in the 
statement of Lemma 45. 
Theorem 46. Suppose 1” = 2” = 13, and 9 is a stationary (wl, I)-semimorass. Let 
(PJ%<, be afinite support iteration of c.c.c. forcing notions such that for all CI < a0 
P, IFPa = P(S”), S” is a tree of size < 1 without an oI-branch. 
Then PM, It- T(g) is nonspecial. 
Proof. Let T = T(9). Under the assumptions of the theorem, we prove by induction 
.on 01~ that for all n E o 
T” It-P,, is C.C.C. 
This is enough, by Lemma 45. If cl0 is a limit ordinal we are done by the inductive 
assumption and the fact that direct limits of C.C.C. forcings are C.C.C. (see [16]). So let 
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a, = p + 1. By the inductive assumption for all n < w we have 
Pp ltPB = P(9) is c.c.c. (1) 
T” itPb is C.C.C. (2) 
Suppose that there is an n E o such that T” ikPp + , is not C.C.C. then by (2) we have that 
T” itPs IbPfl is not c.c.c (3) 
Our aim is to obtain a contradiction. Note that after forcing with T” the P,-names S B 
and PB remain names for a tree of height w1 and a specializing forcing for this tree, 
respectively. Thus, T” x PD 1k @@ = P(sB) is not ccc. hence by Proposition 44, 
T” x Pp IFS8 has an wi-branch. Let b be a T” x PB-name for that branch. We will 
identify b with the corresponding Ps x T”-name. This is justified by the Product 
Lemma (see [ 161). 
Claim. For every q < ol, for every t E T” there are t 1, t, E T”, t < t 1, t, and there is 
w1 > 5 > q and there are PO-names z1,z2 such that 
ppIt(T~,Tz& 71 #Tz, tl ik&) = Tl> t2 lk&) = T2). 
Proof. Let 
Proof. Suppose not, i.e., there are p E PB, q E ol, s E T” such that for all t,, t2 2 s, 
5 > 11, q < p we have 
4 lt+4(t13t2,4) 
i.e. p Itl$(tl,t2,[) for all tl,t2 3 s, ( > q, but this means that 
PItVT,,T2ESB(ti)~i)(4)=Ti => Tl=T2), i= 1,2. (*) 
Work in V[Gp,] where p E G,. Since T” It b is an uncountable branch through Sp, for 
every 5 < w1 there are t5 > s such that t5 IF b(t) = f5 for some tS E SB. So take (5’ E S”: 
3 tS 2 s tC IF b(5) = ti} = B. This set meets all levels SB. We will prove that in fact B is 
a branch through Ss and it would give us the required contradiction with (1) and 
Proposition 44, since B E V[G,]. Obviously B is downward closed, so it is enough to 
note that it intersects every level at at most one element. If tl, ~2 E Leu,(SB) n B, then 
there are ti 2 s such that ti 11 b(t) = Ti. Then by ( ) * ~~ = TV, which completes the proof 
of Subclaim 1. 
Subclaim 2. If q IF b(t 1, t2, <), thenfor every 5’ 2 5 there are ti > ti and q’ < q such that 
q’Ik#(t;,t;,<‘)for i = 1,2. 
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Proof. Fix t’ 2 5. Suppose q 1~3~~,z~ E S@zl # ~2, ti l/-b(t) = Zi for i = 1,2. First use 
the Maximum Principle to find Pb names ri such that q lkzl, 72 E SB z, # z2, 
ti It-b(<) = Zi for i = 1,2. Find p1 < q and t; and a P,-name crl such that 
p1 I/--t; I/-h(l’) = ol, then find q’ < pi, t; and a P,-name a2 such that 
q I/-t; It- b(<‘) = a2. Those q’, t; , t; work since q’ 11 ri 6 ai for i = 1,2. 
Sub&m 3. 1.q ItM,G,5) and (G,G) > (tl,t2), then q ltMI,t2,5). 
Proof. t;s are stronger conditions than tf’s in the forcing T”. 
Subclaim 4. For every q E w1 and for every p E PB 
4, = {(t&E T”x T”: JqEPg, qllp 35 > v q k$(tl,t2,5)} 
is dense in T” x T”. 
Proof. Fix p and ‘I as in the Subclaim 4. Take (sI,s2) E T” x T”. By Subclaim 1, find 
q1 < p, Cl, t2 > s1 and t > q such that q1 It_c#~(t~, t2,[‘). Again apply Subclaim 1 to 
find q2 ,< ql, t;, t;’ 2 s2, 5” 2 5’ such that 
q2 It-m,t;,5”). 
Finally apply Subclaim 2 to find q3 and (t;, t;) 2 (cl, t2) 2 (sl, sl) such that 
q3 It-&t;, t;, 5”). Now by the Maximum Principle (see [16]) and the definition of 
4 there are 7;,7;,7;,7;, such that 
q3 Ik7i + 7;, 7; # z;, t; Itb(l") = 51, tf' Ikb(cy)= 7; 
for i = 1,2. So there are i, j E { 1,2} and q4 < q3 such that q4 /IT: # 7; and hence 
q4 Ik9(tlYt;>5”) 
so (t:,tj’)ED,,, and (t{,t~)3(sI,s2). 
Now we come back to the proof of the claim. Consider 
A = {(q,t1,t2): 35 >? 4 Ik($(tI,t2,r), (t1,tz) a (ttt)> 
Note that D,, = {(t,, t2) E T’“: 3q II p(q, cl, t2) E A), hence if we work in YGrz” where 
(t, t) E GTzn by genericity and Subclaim 4, for every p E Ps we find q II p, (cl, t2) E GTzn 
such that (q, cl, t2) E A, i.e., in the extension V”” the set E = {q: 3(t,, t2) E GTzm: 
(q, cl, t2) E A} is predense in P@ Since T2” It Pa is c.c.c., by (2) E as a predense subset of 
Ps contains a countable, predense F c E. Since G Tin is a product of 2n branches that 
are uncountable (because T2” is Baire by Fact 39, hence o1 is the same as in V) we can 
find (cl, t2) E GTzn such that {q: 3(t\, t;) < (cl, t2)(q, cl, t2) E A} is predense in Ps. This 
formula is absolute, hence it holds in V, so by Subclaim 3, the set {q: (q, cl, t2) E A} is 
predense in Ps, SO Ps lt3~,,72 E sp 7‘1 # 72 ti ltb(<) = 7i for i = 1,2. NOW use the 
Maximum Principle (see [16]) to find the required 71, TV. This completes the proof of 
the Claim. 0 
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Proof of Theorem 46 (conclusion). Take a countabie M<H(l+) such that M n R E F, 
~,Pg,~B~M.Let?=M~o,,(rln:n~~)becofinalin?and~a,:m~~)=Mn~. 
Construct by induction on k E w sequences (t,: s E 2”“, IsI = k) E M, (TV: s E 2 <‘I), 
IsI = k) E M, & E M n w1 such that 
(c) If s1 c s2, Is21 = k, then rs, d z,,; 
(d) V16na,~Ut,(l),if(sI=k. 
The inductive step is carried out in M using the claim in M. Now for every x E 2” take 
r,(l) = &X&(0 u cu scxts(l)}r for I < n, by the fact that M n AE 9 and by(d), we 
have that t, E T(F))n. Let +, be such a &-name that Ps It(t, It 2, = b(n)), then by (a) 
P@ IF+, # i, for ail x # y. So, Pfi IF Leu,,S@ 2 {?,: x E Y), but since 2”’ = A, this 
contradicts the assumption that Pb It-lS”j < A- and this completes the proof of 
the Theorem. 0 
Theorem 47. Let A < p be any cardinals of uncountable cofinality such that I < cf(p), 
then it is consistent that o = 1 and 2” = p. In particular, it is consistent for every 
cardinal I of uncountable cofinality that o = ,I holds. 
Proof. By adding reals by a ccc. forcing of size I over a model with a neat, stationary 
(o,, A)-semimorass, we can construct a model of “2’” = L and there is a neat, station- 
ary (oi,,J)-semimorass 9”. In this model consider an iteration (P,,P”),, p, as in 
Theorem 46. Since A< cf (,u), by a standard argument, the iteration can be arranged so 
that Vp# b Every tree of size < 1 is special. By Theorem 46. VP, b G = 1, 2” < p. For 
2” = p, note that any forcing P(S) adds a real if S is infinite. 0 
In the paper [17], it was suggested that a proof of a consistency of Q = A for 
i singular of uncountable cofinality may provide a proof of the consistency of m = 1, 
where m is the minimal cardinal K for which MA, fails. 
A natural proof of the consistency of m = 1 which would use the tree T(P) would 
require from an iteration of C.C.C. forcings of sizes less than I to preserve the 
nonspeciality of T(S). Unfortunately we are unable to prove it. Nevertheless we note 
in the next theorem that it is consistent hat C.C.C. forcings of size less than ,? preserve 
the nonspeciality of T(F). 
Theorem 48. Suppose that MA c JCountable) holds. Let f be a stationary (co,, ,I)- 
semimorass. Then for every C.C.C. forcing notion P of size less than 1 
P It F(g) is nonspecial. 
Proof. We use the ideas from the preprint [20]. Suppose the opposite i.e., by 
Lemma 45, T(9) 11 P is not C.C.C. Let A be a T(9)-name for a maximal, uncountable 
antichain in P. Fix to E T(9). Let M be a countable model such that M<fi(A+), 
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T(9)), P, A, to E M and M n 1 E 9. For every t E T(9) n M, t > to consider 
Note that since T(9) Ilk is predense, E, is a predense subset of P, hence E, n M is 
predense in P, since P is a C.C.C. notion of forcing and E, is in M. So for every p E P 
is a dense subset of a countable forcing C = M n (s 2 to: s E T(9)) with the order 
inherited from T(9). By MA,l(Countable), there is a filter G c C intersecting all D,,‘s 
for PEP together with F, = SE M n T(B): re us}, for all 5 E Mnl. Let 
t = UC u {UUG}. S ince MnleB and F,nG#@ for all SEMnl, we have 
t E T(9). Note that 
is a predense antichain in P, so it has to be a countable maxima1 antichain, since P is 
a C.C.C. notion of forcing. So t Ilk is countable. Since t was found stronger than 
arbitrary to, it means that the set of t’s such that t Ilk is countable is dense in T(9), 
hence T It- k is countable, a contradiction with the choice of k. 0 
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